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MISSION

 Building efficient and safe products, “custom fit" to satisfy
customer’s needs

 Identify improvement opportunities for the product in terms of
safety and productivity

 Guarantee a high level of ON-SITE technical assistance, with the
use of specialized technicians who carry out interventions
throughout the national territory and abroad

 Provide with the best ordinary and extraordinary maintenance
service for all types of railway machines, with our properly
designed, organized and equipped Technical Department

Quality Certification

Company quality system certified according to UNI EN 

ISO 9001: 2008 with RFI qualification for maintenance 

services of construction vehicles produced with 

international patents



Founded by Enzo Giuberti in 1977, LA FALCO s.r.l. has

always been involved in the design, manufacture, sale,

and overhaul of machines for the construction,

maintenance, and renewal of the railway infrastructures.

The constant research for new cutting-edge technologies

that has characterized our work for over 40 years, has let

us be one of the most renowned designers and

manufacturers of railway machines on the national field.

Our technical department is always looking to find the best

solutions to make our machines competitive both in terms

of productivity and ease of use and reliability on

construction sites.

In addition, La Falco has a spare parts warehouse always

available for repairs and assistance.

LA FALCO



The ballast regulators CP250 /

CP500 has been designed and built

to meet today's business needs and

reliability of contractors. The small

size combined with a high

operational capability makes these

machines suitable for all uses, from

small local jobs profiling up to the

major renovation construction sites

or building new.

The ballast regulators are

developed in full compliance with

the UNI EN 14033; they are

vehicles of category 4, and then

adapted to be put in composition

with other rolling stock.

The machines are built on a solid

frame with 2 axes on which the

working bodies, the engine

compartment and tanks, the cockpit

and all parts of the machines are

connected.

The maximum width of less than 3

meters and a weight of 34 tons

allow road transport without the

need for specific exceptional

transport, making it possible to

move on the rail network as well as

also on the road.

CP250

CP500

BALLAST

REGULATORS
Multi-purpose machines

High performances

High-performance bidirectional ploughshare



GF13
The road-rail loader GF13 is the smallest

and most compact of the family.

Lifting capacity up to 14 tons / m.

Maximum arm extension of 5700 mm and

weight of 13.685 kg.

GF22
The road-rail loader GF22 is the fastest of 

the family.

Lifting capacity up to 20ton / m.

Maximum arm extension of 6200 mm and 

weight of 16,600 kg.

J882
The J882 road-rail loader is the most 

versatile of the family.

Lifting capacity up to 33 tons / m.

Maximum arm extension of 7500 mm and 

weight of 25.000 kg.

ENZO
The Enzo road-rail loader is the most 

powerful in the family.

Lifting capacity up to 40 tons / m.

Maximum arm extension of 7500 mm and 

weight of 29.200 kg.

La Falco road-rail loaders have been

designed to cope with extremely heavy

workloads.

They have a great lifting and pulling

capacity, as well as a low and centered

center of gravity that give them great

stability in all conditions.

Born as railway machines, they are also

ideal for use as excavators.

The six independent hydraulic circuits, the

latest-generation diesel engine and the

possibility of equipping them with an infinite

possibility of equipment and accessories

make them extremely productive and highly

technological machines.

3 YEARS WARRANTY

ROAD - RAIL

LOADER
Latest generation components



La Falco design and produce a full range of gantries and

trolleys for track and switch laying.

Thanks to the patented laying systems that permit to make

extremely quick and safe work, these machines fix a new

world standard in the construction of the railway

infrastructure.

F40 TR
The radio-controlled track and switch laying gantry F40 TR is

designed for the longitudinal and lateral laying to the track

and switch. With low set-up time and very quick work cycles,

this machine permits an extremely fast laying work.

Available in any track gauge, it can be carried on a railway

(according to UIC 505.1 profile) and on a road with normal

transport. The machine is self-loading on trucks and on the

wagon.

Ensuring a great lifting capacity, ease of use and work

safety, this machine is La Falco solution for track and switch

laying.

Thanks to the patented work system, this machine has a

laying speed impossible to equal for any other machine on

the world market. Lifting capacity up to 40 tons. and weight

of 9.800kg.

T30
The gantry T30 is designed for the lateral laying of track and

switch, and longitudinal laying by service rail or crawlers.

With low set-up time and very quick work cycles, this

machine permits an extremely fast laying work.

The lateral laying is performed by the machine's shoes. The

longitudinal laying is performed by trolleys or crawlers

mounted on the machine.

Lifting capacity up to 30 tons. and weight of 4,800kg.

CTS30 / CTS80
The motorized and radio-controlled trolleys CTS30 / CTS80

are equipped with lifting, translatable and adjustable support

surface, these trolleys allow the exchange or span to be

moved during transport in order to overcome the obstacles

on the track.

Thanks to the extremely high load capacity and the ability to

control multiple bogies simultaneously with the same radio

control, coupled with the F40 TR slats, these machines are

the ideal solution for laying railway infrastructure.

Lifting capacity up to 50/80 tons. and weight of 4.000 /

6.500kg.

Patented launching system

TRACK – SWITCH 

LAYING

Quick & safe

Totally radio-controlled



The GCR 1000 rail loading cranes have been designed for loading and unloading rails on

railway wagons.

Composed of a telescopic arm equipped with a hydraulic winch and mounted on a rotating

fifth wheel which connects it to the base of the crane.

With a lifting capacity of 1000 kg, these cranes can be used in groups simultaneously to be

able to move rails of any length.

Being completely radio-controlled, with the possibility of using one or more cranes with a

single remote control, these machines require few people to work, increasing safety and

working speed.

Maximum arm extension of 2.500mm.

Speed & safety on construction sites

Completely radio 
controlled

RAILS LAODER CRANE

GCR 1000



Designed to make up for any type of

work, La Falco produces railway

installations for every type of Unimog

on the market.

Given the thirty years of experience

gained, these road-rail railway fittings

are available in any gauge, suitable for

any job and suitable for bearing large

loads and high speeds.

In conjunction with the great versatility

of the Unimog, there are also

operating-type equipment to be

coupled to the railway part,

guaranteeing the customer a machine

fully equipped with a "turnkey"

solution.

Speed up to 40km / h.

Suitable for any
kind of job

UNIMOG

RAIL

FITTINGS
Customized accessories



Speed up cycle times

The PLF20 sleeper gantry was designed

and built for the transport and handling of

the sleepers during the laying of new

railway lines or the renewal of the same.

The sleeper gantry travels on special

wagons equipped with side rails, and

through a special collection structure, it is

able to bring the new sleepers to the

laying train and bring the old sleepers

back onto the wagons.

Equipped with trolleys with motorized

wheel units, independent hydraulic

circuits, and a high-performance motor,

the PLF20 portal is able to perform a work

cycle over a distance of 8 wagons in less

than a minute.

Lifting capacity up to 8.000kg. and weight

of 16.500kg.

Maximum speed up to 20km / h.

SLEEPER GANTRY

PLF20

Automatic guidance



We care about Railways

LA FALCO SRL

Via Pasubio 28, 42022

Boretto (ITALY)

Phone: +39 (0)522 969868

Email: info@lafalco.it
w w w . l a f a l c o . c o m

mailto:info@lafalco.it

